[The process if teaching-learning in blood pressure monitoring].
The nurse is considered the professional that obtains more trustworthy data in the measures insinuations of arterial pressure for inducing less reactions of alert in the customer, generating of values falsely high. Even so, a lot of times, she presents spaces in the knowledge of the subject, so much in the technical aspects, as in the anátomo-physiologic ones. That prioritizes the development of teaching strategies, seeking to minimize flaws and to turn the effective learning process. Objectifying to promote the knowledge of the technique of measurement of the arterial pressure close to a research group, it took place a reciclation and avaliation questionnaire of the knowledge of the group was applied before and after the same. The effectiveness of that method was evidenced, because 100% of the sample (nine) they referred contribution for better of the fundamentation theoretical-practice, decreasing difficulties originating from of the verification of the arterial pressure. It is ended that, being the education actions in extremely valid and necessary health, the male nurse, as educator that is, needs to recycle its knowledge and its better techniques continually.